Assistive Technology
Home Control

Our Products

Our Services

Steeper home automation
solutions provide complete control of
everyday tasks for clients, such as the ability
to open the door, close their curtains and answer
the phone, returning their independence whilst offering
additional security.

Steeper’s innovative and
person-centred approach to assistive
technology has been at the forefront for
over 30 years, enabling us to form valuable
relationships with the NHS, residential, and private
sectors.

Our product configurations are all individually tailored, from regulating
property access to full home entertainment control - enabling maximum comfort
and convenience, creating positive turning points in our clients’ lives.

Accredited to ISO 9001 standards, Steeper are certified in the design and
installation of environmental control systems, and our engineers are rigorously
and continually trained in all our product offerings.

Door opener
Abloy, Gilgen and Geze door
openers are high quality door
operators that work with all
external and internal doors,
and can be operated by
various means.

Video intercom
A compact IP intercom system
for high quality audio and
video, with a contemporary
appearance. Can be controlled
via environmental control
devices such as evo+, enabling
users to feel safe and secure at
home.
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Smart speaker
Home control appliances
can be integrated with a
range of smart speakers.

evo+ - environmental control
Working with the latest Apple
technology, evo+ turns any
iPhone, iPod touch or iPad
into a universal environmental
control device. Flexible and
easy to use, evo+ integrates
seamlessly with Steeper’s
comprehensive range of home
automation systems.

Grid Pad - Communication device
Three sizes of Grid Pad are available,
which all include the award winning
Grid 3 software for a complete AAC
solution. Enables communication
via symbols, text, and speech along
with a complete suite of accessible
apps.

Curtain/blinds controller
Environmental control
devices or remotes can
be used to open and close
curtains or blinds via an
infrared or radio frequency
motorised track.

Window opener
Windows that are difficult to
operate or are out of reach can
be opened and closed easily
and safely with infrared or radio
frequency control.

Abilia Control Omni
Environmental control
device with touch screen
functionality, which can also
be controlled using various
input switches for scanning.

Light switches
Varilight light switches can
be operated via an infrared
sensor, allowing clients
to take control of their
interior room lighting.
Pager
Pagers provide the client
discreet and easy access
to a member of staff,
family member or carer at
the touch of a button.

Bed stand
A wide range of mounting
systems are available, some of
which can be custom modified.
This transportable mounting
facility is compatible with the
entire range of environmental
controls and input switches that
Steeper provide.

Wireless telephone
The RemoSet phone uses
integrated infrared control
via a remote, so users do
not have to hold or use the
buttons on the handset
when in use.

Steeper
Assistive Technology
Our philosophy is returning independence through
technology; delivering the tools that create the
positive turning points that empower people to take
control of their environment and reduce their
reliance on care.

For details about our full range of home control and
communication devices, please visit www.steepergroup.com
Alternatively please contact one of our friendly team who will be
happy to discuss your requirements:
Tel: +44 (0) 113 207 0449
Email: assist@steepergroup.com
Steeper Group
Unit 3 Stourton Link
Intermezzo Drive
Leeds
LS10 1DF
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